Initial and final value Abellan theorems for the Whittaker transform of functions and of distributions are obtained. The Abelian theorems are obtained as the complex variable of the transform approaches 0 or in absolute value inside a wedge region in the right half plane.
INTRODUCTION.
Abelian theorems for the Whittaker transform of functions and of distributions are obtained as the complex variable of the transform approaches 0 or in absolute value inside a wedge region in the right half plane. The IWk,m(pSt)I <_ (I+K2) exp(1Im21/2)ir(m_k+(i/2))l Wkl,ml(PSlt) SEPK t>0.
THE WHITTAKER TRANSFORM FOR FUNCTIONS.
Let k,m, and r be complex parameters, and let p and q be real parameters. is the Whittaker transform of the function f(t) where __Wk,m(pSt) is the Whittaker function. The general whittaker transform defined in (3.1) was first considered by Srivastava [9] for certain values of the parameters and variable which depend upon the order of growth of f(t).
In this section we prove initial and final value Abelian theorems for the 'whittaker transform defined in (3.1). For this purpose we now place conditions on the parameters and variable noted above; these restrictions will hold throughout the remainder of this section. The complex parameters k,m, and r satisfy Re(m-k+(1/2)) > 0 and Re(r) > Re(m) > 0 with Re(r) > (1/2). The real parameters p and q are positive. The complex variable s is in >, that is Re(s) > 0.
We now state and prove an initial value Abelian theorem. The integrand in the integral of this last estimate is positive valued for t >_ 0 for the variable s I > 0 and the parameters Ol,p,q,kl,ml, and r 1. We thus replace the integral in the last estimate in (3.7) by an integral over 0 < t < and use (3.h) for the variable s I > 0 and the parameters Ol,p,q,kl,ml, and rl; by so doing the estimate (3.7) can be continued as I 1 <_ (I+K 2 (rll+:ml+rl+l)/2 ep(( Iql+ll +lrl r (ml-kl+(l/2) sup CfCt)/tn) -A(rll'kl'ml'P'q'rl) iI'(m-k+(172) )1 o<t<_y and this bound is independent of s e PK and holds for each fixed y > 0. We now consider 12 given in (3.6). By hypothesis there is a real number c > 0 for which (e -ct f(t)) is -ct absolutely integrable over 0 <_ t < . Putting e into 12 and using (2.2) and estimates for s e PK we have 420 R.D. CARMICHAEL AND R.S. PATHA 12 --I sn+l y (st) r-(1/2) exp(-(qs-2c)t/2) Wk,m(pSt)(e-ct(f(t)-tn)) dt < (+K)(n++r+)/ nl+l P(ml-k+(i/2)) "((l_l+ll+lrl )/) ir (-+ 
In this theorem we desire to prove (S.S) as li + (R), PK" As sl ( where the last inequality is obtained from the fact that y <_ tsl < and i+i > 0. For l Re() > (-1) we have (te-ct) is absolutely.lntegrable over 0 < t < ; this combined with the assumption in this theorem that (e'Ctf(t)) is absolutely integrable over 0 < t < yield that the integral in the estimate (3.11) is finite. From the hypothesis (3.2) and the estimate (3.8), which is independent of s e PK' given E/2 we can choose y > 0 small enough so that I 1 < /2. We now fix this y > 0 and it depends only on E > O. As noted above, as Isl + + , s e PK' then necessarily s I Re(s) + , and as this happens (Psltsl) + since p > 0 is fixed and y <_ tsl < =. Using the growth property at of the Whittaker function Wkl,ml, (3.11) shows that 12 can be made smaller than 6/2 if sl is chosen large enough, s PK" Combining these facts with (3.5) yields the desired conclusion (3.3). The proof is complete.
As an example for which Theorem 3.1 is applicable, let f(t) t/(l+t2), =l, c=l, and u=l. Another example is obtained if we take f(t) t2/(l+t2), O l+i, c=l, and c:--O.
We now obtain a final value Abelian theorem for the Whittaker transform of functions. THEOREM 3.2. Let l + i2 with l > (-1). Let f(t), 0 <_ t < =, be a complex valued function such that there is a real number c > 0 for which (e -ct f(t)) is absolutely integrable over 0 <_t < and such that (f(t)/t0) is bounded on y <_ t < for all y > O. Let (3. 15) and the right side of (3.15) is independent of s e PK" We now consider I I in (3.6).
For the real number c > 0 in the hypothesis we argue as in (3.9) and obtain I 1 -ct (f(t)-t)i dt < ;
(e -ct f(t)) is absolutely integrable over 0 ! t < by assumption and (e -ct t o is Examples of the applicability of Theorem 3.2 similar to those after the proof of Theorem 3.1 for Theorem 3.1 can be constructed by the reader.
4.
THE WHITTAKER TRANSFORM FOR DISTRIBUTIONS.
We construct a Whittaker transform for distributions as in Pathak [12] . We define the differential operators D 0,1,2, , v()' va(o,).
(.)
We shall call the number N here the order of the generalized function U e Va(0,).
We obtain Abelian theorem. for the distributional Whitter transform; in so doing we use the results of section 3. Thus in the remainder of this section we assume that the complex parameters k and m satisfy Re(m-k + (1/2)) > 0. By comparing the forms (3.1) and (4.1) we see that the complex parameter r and the real parameter q of (3.1) and section 3 are now taken to be r m and q p in this section. We thus must make the restriction Re(m) > (i/2) in the remainder of this section because Re(r) was necessarily so restricted in section 3.
To prove our initial value theorem for wTk'm[u;s] we need the following lemma. We now prove an initial value Abelian theorem for the distributional Whittaker transform where the element U e V (0,) is assumed to have support in [0,). THEOREM h.l. Let U e V a (0,) for a > U such that over some right neighborhood (0, t 0) of zero U is a regular distribution corresponding to a complex valued function f(t) such that there is a real number c > 0 for which (e -ct f(t)) is absolutely inte-> -1, let V' COROLLARY 4.1. Let U a(0' ) for a > U such that over some right neighborhood (0,t 0) of zero U is a regular distribution corresponding to a function f(t) which is Lebesgue integrable over 0 <_ t < . Let D nl+i 2, i > (-I). Let (f(t)/t) be bounded on 0 < t < y for all y > 0 and let (4.8) be satisfied for some complex number a. Then for each fixed K > 0 (4.9) holds.
PROOF. Since f(t) is Lebesgue integrable over 0 <_ t < then (e -ct f(t)) is absolutely integrable over 0 <_ t < for any fixed c > 0. We now obtain a final value Abelian theorem for the distributional Whittaker trans form. THEOREM 4.2. Let U e Va(0,), a > OU, with supp(U) _C [t0,) t O > 0. Over some interval y < t < , 0 < t O < y, let U be a regular distribution corresponding to a complex valued function f(t) for which there is a real number c > 0 such that e -ct f(t)) is absolutely integrable over y <_ t < . For l + i2' hl > (-1), let f(t)/t be bounded on y' <_ t < for all y' >_ y; and assume that In future work we hope to extend the Abelian theorems of Joshi and Saxena [16] and Malgonde and Saxena [17] for the H-transform to the general setting that the complex variable of the transform approaches 0 or inside a wedge region in the right half plane and for more general parameters, To do so we will need to use the properties of the H-function as in Srivastava et al [18] . Analysis which is associated with that in this paper and with the corresponding H-transform problem is contained in Sinha [19] and Joshi and Saxena [20] . The MeiJer transform is studied in Pathak [21] which we note here because of the similarity of the MeiJer and Whittaker transforms. 5.
